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Money， Bond and Balance of Payments 
Shoken， Moru. 
Now a day， we have the traditiona1 theory of devaluation， that 
is， ca1led the elasticities approach that was developed in the 1930s. 
This approach was developed by many economists' Robinson， J.[1]， 
Bickerdike， C.F. [2]， Alexander， S.S. [3]， Jones， R.W. [4]， and others. 
A question of this approach follows; Would deva1uation be effective 
恒 improvingthe deva1uating country's trade ba1ance? That is to say， 
what are the conditions on improvement for the devaluating country's 
trade ba1ance， we were to required those solutions for above questions. 
secrd approach is designated to the sophisticated Keynesian ap 
proach; that is， elasticities-cum-multiplier; in other words， one is 
named to marriage with elasticities and income approaches. This ap-
proach is represented by'同rshman，A.O. [5]， Harberger， A.C. [6]， 
Savosnick， K.K. [8]， Jones， R.W. [9]， and others. This sllbjects of ap-
1) This artic1e is the one corrected and added to early drafts that 1 
announced with the title “Money， Bond， and Balance of trade" 
in Economic and Commercial Institution of Chu-Shikoku， atUnivers-
ity of Tokuyama， December 3， 1977. Then， 1express my gratitude 
for important and many comments from Dr. Mituo Koyama， Inter-
national Economics' Professor of Hiroshima University. Further-
more， the error泊 thisartic1e takes allmy responsibility because 
of my inability. 
2) cif. J ohnson， H. G. [20]. 
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proach is what are the implications of devaluation for the level o( 
3) 
domestic output and employment. While the absorption approach 
of Alexander， S.S. [3] was an attempt to secure with relative to a毘re-
gate income and expenditure恒 oneeconomy. Balance of pa戸nents，
therefore， identifies to subtract aggregate expenditure from aggregate 
income. This was to found for a condition in improving balance of 
payments by devaluation. 
Last approach is the monetary approach developed warm1y担
modern decade. Johnson， H.G. po担tsout that the monetary approach 
4】
stresses the following three points.' 
1) Balance of payments problems are monetary problems in a 
monetary wor1d economic system， and should be analyzed by models 
that explicitly specify monetary behaviour and integrate it with the real 
economy. 
2) Money is a stock， not a flow， and monetary equ目白riumand 
disequilibrium require analysis of stock equilibrium conditions and 
stock adjustment processes. 
3) Though the distinction is not always necessary or convenient 
for abstract theorizing， it is essential for balance of payments analysis 
in fixed-rate system to recognize that， although money can be obtained 
from two alternative sourcesー theexpansion of domestic credit， and 
the exchange of goods or assets for international money and conversion 
of international担todomestic money via the monetary anthority -
oJUy the second affects the balance of payments. 
3) Anthers have respect to this approach as follows; Johnson， H.G.; 
Towards a General Theory of the. Balance of Payments， reprinted 
in R.I.E. 1969， and Machlup， R.; Relative Prices and Aggregate 
Spending in the Analysis of Devaluation， A.E.R. 45. 1955. 
4) op. cit. Johnson， H.G. (20) 
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We will be considered those three approach， however， last approach 
of those three yets now is not completed for the theoretical analysis. 
Therefore， 1 might be implicit arguments for monetary approach， but， 
next 1 should be discussed with an intergrated model on the effect血
improving balance of payments for the devaluation. Moreover， 1 would 
argue about the effects of assets to the balance of payments. Last， 
J apanese currency yen w出 becontinue for the appreciation since 
summer time in last year. There is cause for the surplus of ba1ance of 
payments in my country. If this is true， we must be considered to 
take away its surplus. Then， we would be given to a consideration 
for c1earing out of the surplus of balance of payments. 
[ 1 ] The Elasticities Approach 
百leelasticities approach is a means by using to price elasticities for 
exports and imports， and this approach regards as only the functions 
of export and import prices. Then， the basic equations of this 
Sl 
approach is， 
M2(子)= X1側
M1 (πPx') = X2σ'x') 
Bl =子M2{守)-Px'. X2σx') 
、 ? ?
?
、 ? ，
?
、 ?
?
?
?
??
???
where xi is phisical quantity of export goods for the ith country， 
Mi = phisical quantity of import goods for the ith country， subscript 
home country and foreign country， 1 and 1， respectively， 
S) cif. M.Koyama; The Theory of lnternational Economics， Chikura-
Shobδ， 1964; and S. Morii; lnternational Riquidity and the Stability 
of Eoreign Exchange Market， Sugiyama-Shoten， 1976. 
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px or Px' export price by the currency of ∞untries， 1 or 1， 
respectively， and π= the currency units of country 1担 termsof 
per unit cuロencyfor country 1. 
Equations (1) and (2) indicate the equlibrium of demand for 
and supply of export and import in both countries， and equation 
(3) sets forthan equaIity of baIance of payments in country 1， 
where Bl is balance of payments in country 1. 
Differentiating equations (1) through (3)， substituting the demand 
and supply elasticities for import and export in both countries， 
ηi and ei， respectively， assuming trade initiaIly balanced， and setting 
initially π= px = Px' = 1， we could be obtained， 
1昼!h.=.!lJ12(e2 + el + 1) + e~2iη空+11 -1i (4) 
X1 dπ(η2 +ed (η1 + e2) 
Equation (4) is used to know as L. Metzler equation of出e
stable conditions on foreign exchangβmarket. If foreign exchange 
market is stable， right side of equation (4) must be positive. From 
equation (4) it follows， 
If e2 = el =∞ then 12 +η1-1>0 (5) 
This expression is designated as the stabilizing condition of Marshall = 
Lerner. 
The MarshaIlian elasticity anaIysis of devaluation is su句ectto 
6) 
a number of critisisums. -
1) It ignores cross-relations among relative goods prices and 
demand and supply， however， there must be" a third， non-traded 
good present for exports and imports to have independent prices. 
2) From aKeynessian point of view， most versions of the 
elasticity analysis ignore the net multiplier effects of changes both 
6) cif. Jotnson， H.G. [201. 
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恒 exportproceeds and in spending on home and exportable goods 
associated with changes in import expenditure. It must be assuined 
that the increa記 indomestic currency export earnings that necessarily 
results from devaluation is entirely added to sa対ng，and that variations 
担 eitherdirection in domestic currency expenditure on imports 
are matched by equal changes in saving. 
3) It implicitly assumes both thatany improvement in the 
trade balance following devaluation is matched by saving泊 the
specific form of accumulation of forei伊 exchangereserves， and that 
the resulting accumulation of hoards of foreign exchange has no 
feedback effect on the real economy. 
[1] The Soplusticated Keynesian Approach 
This approach represented by Harberger， A.C.， Jones， R.W.， and 
今manyothers is combined the elasticity with the multiplier. Then， 
7】
this approach is that the basic equations -follow， 
Yl = C1(Yd +πB(Yl， Y2，π) 
Y2 = C2(Y2)一成Yl>Y2，π) 
B =B[Y1(π)， Y2(π)，π] 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where Y isoutput or national income， C the expenditure for domestic 
goods， and other notation the same described in the preceding. 
Now， differentiating equations (6) through (8)， the fol1owing 
determinants is obtained. 
7) cif. S. Morii; Effects of the Devaluation and Domestic Price， Review 
of Economic Research in Hiroshima Economic Col1ege. No. 10， 
1974， and op. cit. S. Morii， 1976. 
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ロ1+ SI -m2 01 得| I X(η1 +η2 -1) 
-ml m2 +S2 01 |争I= Iー均1+η2 -1) I (9) 
ml -m2 idB l jX(η1 +η2 -1) 
dπ 
dB 
where dYi is the margina1 propensity to加portfor the ith country，Mi， 
in nonna1 case O<Miく1，(i = 1， 2). Note we assume that the margina1 
propensity to save (or hoard) for the ith country， Si， equals to 1 -Ci; in 
nonna1 case 0くSi，Ciく1; and that the left side of equation (9) be able 
to get it taking account of equation (5) to (4). We， of cource， assume 
initialy an equilibrium of trade. 
Then， solving the effect of devaluation to balance of payments， 
?? ?
?
?
?
? ?
?
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? (10) 
8) 
This equation is pointed out by Johnson， H.G. as follows; This 
fonnula seems to suggest that the more sophisticated Keynesian general 
equation model is quantitatively s卸1ilarto the earlier elasticity model， 
since both seem to depend on the Marsha11-Lemer sum-of-the-elastici-
ties-minus-one criterion. This， however， is a potentia1y dangerous over-
simplication. First， the presence of the other symbols， while nonna1y 
taken al to be positive， shows that fulft1ment of the stability criterion 
produces improvement in the balance on1y ifthere exist unemployed 
resources which can be used to satisfy the excess demand for domestic 
output which would otherwise drive the exchange rate back up to its 
initiallevel. Second， one of the marginal propensities to save could be 
negative without the equi1brium of the whole world system being 
unstable. 
8) loc. cit. Johnson， H.G. [20] 
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[3] 百leAbωrptionApproach 
The absorption approach is to understand such that there is not a 
relation with the analysis of relative prices for goods but a relation to 
the aggregate revenue， Y， and aggregate spending， E， for the one 
country. In norma1 case， usual1y， aggregate income and aggregate 
expenditure in a country must identify as follows. 
Y三 E
、 ? ? ? ?? ???、
Then， the basic equation of the absorption approach in a open 
system contains export， X， and import， M， respectively. Therefore， the 
equation can be written as， 
Y三 E+B (12) 
We should be notice that total expenditure saying here equa1s the 
expenditure for domestic goods. Therefore， demand of importable 
goods泊volvesnot in aggregate spending. According to this as山np-
tion， nationa1 income identifies to sum up the absorption， A， and 
ba1ance of payments. 
Y三 A+B or Y-A三 B
Differentiating with the tota1， the following equation obtains. 
(13) 
dB三 dY-dA (14) 
9) 
Alexander designates this for the fundamenta1 equation: However， 
the absorption for goods and services at least depend upon a part of 
income， and on the factor of devaluation and/or prices. 
dA= a・dY+b (15) 
where a ismargina1 propensity to aburb， moreover a.dY the income 
effect induced with devaluation， and b the direct effect on absorption 
9) op. cit. Alexander， 8.8. [3] 
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by the devaluation. Thus， above the fluctuatating equation can be re-
written as follows. 
dB三(1-a) dY + b (16) 
According with devaluation， therefore， a has to les than unity担
order to凶proveon balance of payments. If a さしanimprovement on 
the balance of payments normally may not be expects ; that is， when 
the marginal propensity to absorb is greater th組 U凶ty，exsisting to 
les a unity on the margina1 propensity to consume， the effects of 
income， (1ーのdY，is negative， and in the contrary grows to worse on 
the balance of payments. 
[4] The Monetary Approach 
Johnson describes the monetary approach to devaluation theory 
10) 
as follows:- The monetary approach to ba1ance of payments theory 
in its simplest formu1ation suppreSses the traditional distinction bet-
ween exports， imports and non-traded goods. It concentrates on the 
stock disequilibrium between demand for and supply of money that 
gives rise to internationa1 money flows or a1ternatively the demand 
for and supply of its past of the domestic money supply. 
Furthermore， the potential excess demands at prices for goods， 
bonds， and money must obey Wa1ras' Law as imposed by the overall 
budget constraint， expressed as the sum of the excess demands being 
identically zero. In a c10sed economy， excess demands repre田ntas the 
following equation. 
DG +Ds +DM三 O (17) 
where Di indicates excess flow demand for the ith goods and the sub-
10) loc. cit. & cif. Johnson H.G. (20) 
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scripts i represent goods， G， securities， S， and money， M， respectively. 
This identity can be rewritten an open system， 
(XG一MG)+ (Xs -Ms) + (XM一MM)=0 (18) 
where X denotes exports and M 泊lportS. Each terms泊 equation
(18) signify the current account， the capital account， and the fmancial 
account， respectively. That is， the current account surplus plus the 
capital account surplus plus the net outflow of international reserves 
must sum identically to zero. 
Walras' Law seems to suggest that the net international money flow 
can be treated as the residual of the other two flows. Hence the 
balance of payments， B， should be write as 
Bt = XM， t一MM，t = g (DM， t -SM， t) (19) 
where t ist面le，XM and MM are exports and imports of money in、
exchange for加portsand exports of goods and bonds， DM and SM 
are the stock demand for and stock supply of international money， 
and g isa general functional form. 
[S1 The Inte伊 tedModel 
So far we concentrated on the analysis of different approach to 
balance of payments. Here we wil analyze macroeconomic model 
担 aopen system that we are named for the integrated model. Why 
do we called for the integrated? The reason means to cover with al 
inc1uding approach at the above. Then， we are representative of 
Kynesianmo 
11) cif. Kyle， J.F. [21]， and 1 am summarized the following: S. Moru; 
Analysis of Macroeconomic Model in a Qpen System， Review of 
Economic Research in Hiroshima Economic College， No. 15. 1977. 
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Y=D(y，p，πq， i)+ X (Plπ) (20) 
B =PX (PIπ) -1TqF (y， p，πq， i) (21) 
す=L代i)ο2)
where y indicates nomina1 income， q foreign price泊 termsof foreign 
curre町， i泊terest附， F the明antityof hom impor民 M=号r叫
supply of cash ba1ance， ctprice index， L rea1 demand for cash ba1ance， 
and Y isrea1 income. Equation (22) is the money market， designating 
to equa1ity with rea1 demand for and supply of cash balances. 
Then， differentiating totaly to equations (20) through (22)， 
[:一ly-{-…L0T q均l吟 -Di 。[dddY i B(X+Xplπ十Fπφ Fi-l 
+ s[側+(1ー α)Lマy]} -Li 。(州-Xp/1T) []仰-(F + F1Tq + Xplπ) 
[(1ー α:)(m -Lyy)] 
where s = 一課， 伽 eお加陀刊♂ =寸0川 C∞O仇u町m附rse，悶，詑紙久N川iおslab加刷Oω叫u
indicates a share of the domestic goods in the aggregate absorption， that 
-PD ，α= -Aア.In this place， the deterrninant in terms of coefficients，ム，
holds 
ム=1ー Dy吋(Dπq-Xp何)+{LY+s[αm+(1-仰y]}喜 (2の
translating this equ瓜ion(24)， 
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~ Di ム=l-Dy+LY Lt-s{Xp/π-D叶 [am+(1ー α)Lvy])号。5)
A 
N帆 thebrace of this equation equals to告， that is， the削 able
rate of the aggregate demand in terms of prices for domestic goods. 
Moreover， because of B~， the determinantムbecometo greater由加
dyd 
s一一一くO.Note usually that the deteI]IUnant is treated 
dP 
of greater than zero ceteris paribus. 
Then， the effect of employment to devaluation obtains， 
iE=去{Dπq-Xp/π [ーm{1ー α)(1 -μ)]号} (26) 
where μis the elasticity of real demand for cash balance， that is， 
_ dLY dmY 
μ= dY L =dY m' 
In equation (26) if we assume to μ= 1， fudirect effect on泊terest
rate gives not rise the influence. In this case， when domestic goods 
become the gross substitution with foreign goods， that is， Dπq>O， 
dY :n _~":..:..~ T+ ..... 1 n_;I T'\_~ .. {¥ ..1..:" _~n_" ..~ 1..~ dY EZis positive-Ifμ> 1， and DlI'q > 0， this means to be :;greater than 
zero. That is to say， the domestic residents give raise to decreasing 
demand for foreign goods， that is， demand for import goods in the 
devaluating country; the foreign residents bring about increase the 
demand for domestic goods; this implies to泊crea記 theemployment 
in home country. Furthermore， when μ1， and domestic goods 
dY~ is gross substitution with foreign goods，伽tis， D問>0，伽古ぞu.
In other words， according to whether the effect in the commodity 
market prefers to or not for the effect in the money market， output 
or employment upon the devaluation shows to give rise to increase 
or decrease. 
Well， inthis wor1d， we intend to泊vestigatethe effect of the 
devaluation to balance of payments. Then， applying Cramer's Law to 
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equation (23)， that is obtainable as follows. 
dB _ 1 
EE=-z{X(1+ηF+ηx) [(1ー Dy)+(Ly +日m)古
吋Dπq-Xp/π)[Fy-(Lv + sm)号
Fi . T"L Di 一[(1--α)(m-LVy)] [(1-Dy)寸+Fy寸n
(27) 
where l1x (言語会 isωprice制 isityof su附 to位 ports，and 
-dFp. η~削F“(←=ã否PFが~i包ist“恥h恥ep戸ric印e伽似ty0ぱfd白e印man凶dtωO凶p卯or巾t臼s
Case 1) When the supply curve i包si泊nf白in叫由i託tel防yelastic， assuming to 
be not happened to the effect of担terestand the vatiance of income， 
that is， assuming to s = 0 and Di = Fi = 0， and taking off Dy and Fy， 
we make the result in the fol1owitig. 
dB E子=-X(l+ηF+ηx) (28) 
Then， when we request for the sufficient conditions， we w<:mld be 
approve of apply同 withthe known enough Marshall-Lemer con-
ditions. That is to say， this implies the conditions to be greater出組
unity summing up the' price elasticities of demands to imports泊
both countries， i.e.ηx+ηF>1. 
Case 2)， We suppo田 totake up Keynsian neutral policy by 
monetary authority; namely也isis of the presumption with con-
tinuously changing for nominal money in order to pegged interest rate. 
In our model， therefore， this assumes to Di = Fi = 0 and/or Li→∞，in 
addition providing with s = 0， equation (27) obtains as follows. 
誇=-[X(1+ηF+ηx)+(Dπq -Xp/π)品 (29)
dB Then， the conditions to ;>O requires to follow from equation， (29)， 
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Fv 
ηx+ηF > 1 +(Dπy-Xp/π)T士号ヲy (30) 
Case 3) When the supply curve manifests the s10pe of the 
positive， that is， s>O， equation (27) gives rise， 
並 X(1+ηF+ηx)(1 -Dy) + (D1Tq -Dp/吟Fy
dπーーDy+s(Dπq -Xp/π)ο1) 
In this expression， ifthere are the assumption to the gross substitution 
for domestic and foreign commodities， namely， providing to Dπq>O， 
this involves into the decrease for the effect of balance of payments. 
In this stage， let us suppose to be adjust with supply of nominal 
money in the long run. When the balance of payments is a disequili-
brium泊 thiscase， it is changing with conlinuance. If the one is deficit 
on the balance of payments， the other is surplus on the balance， this 
means to decrease血toor increase in the money supply， respectively. 
Therefore， an augment of money supply is decreased in the su中lus
to balance of payments， whlle a diminution of money supply is 
increased upon the deficite to balance of payments， and this implies to 
be the condition with the stability for the balance of payments. Then， 
owing to the observation upon the effect of balance of payments to 
changing stock of nominal money， usmg Cramer's Law -to equation 
(23)， we make in the following. (32) 
dB _ 1 rr • " I " Fi 百=ーがい-Dy+仰向ーXp/1T)].  +[Fy -s(X+Xp/1T+F吋]吉}
If the expression is assumed to be satisfy with the conditions of 
Marsha1-Lerner， and to hold upon the gross substitution; i.e.ηx+ηF 
dB + 1く0，and D1Tq >0， one becomes 百くo.Now， when we suppo舘
to increase the price of output in domestic commodity for the policy 
on the monetary expression， namely s > 0， tomake goods up the gross 
substitution in both countries， and to hold on Marshall-Lerner con-
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ditions， then也issign泊esto be able to鵠cureseriously the stab出ty
over the long run. 
[V1] Introduction to A蹴 ts
We wi1l exarnine such a portfolio approaベzhatis called as 
composed of money and bonds担toas田tsor wealth. In the frst， we 
introduce only money as an assets. In the equilibrium， genera1ly， 
demand of commodities equals supply for commodities in a world， and 
excess demand of money stock is equate to balance of payments. 
Therefore， our model consists of three equations as follows， 
P. P E1 (Pl' P2， m) + E1 *ザ，ポ，m*)= 0 (33) 
E2 (P 1 ， P2， m) + E2 *号入手，m*)= 0 (3の
Em (P 1 ， P 2， m) -B = 0 (35) 
where Ei indicates the excess demand of the ith commody (i = 1， 2)， 
pi the ith price，πthe eX:change rate， mthe money stock， Em the excess 
demand of money， B the ba1ance of payments， and the asterisk is 
foreign country. Then， the first two equations卸lplyto hold up equ血-
brium with demand of and supply for each commodties泊 theworld. 
In last equation， balance of payments raises about to be equiva1ent 
with excess demand of money stock. 
Now， in order with solving on those equations we differentiate 
totally， 
(… E21 + E21 * 
Eml 
E12 + E12 * 
E22 + E22* 
Em2 
、?????
，?
?
? ，
?
? ?， ，
???????
， 、 、
、????? ?
，?
?
(36) 
12) cif. Kyle. J.F. [21]. and S. Morii; Effects to Balance of Trade with 
Relative Princes. Assets. and NOIトTradedGoods. Memorial Issue 
in a Decade of the Foundation. Economic College of Hiroshima. 
1977. 
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mE1m m*ETm m*Efm内 (~mm 
一-1mE2m m*Efm* m*Efm* I I事
mEmm 。 。I 1生
π 
Then we seem to be able to understand intuitively out of this 
expression becoming of~_d*~_* 1!t_. Furthermore， initia1y taking 
dm*/m* dπ/π 
account of equilibrium with balance of payments， we shall acknowledge 
dB _ dB 
o-=-，一一一一一 in this system 
也n/m dπ/π 
Up to this， we dea1t with the money as assets， however some 
securities will add to those assets. Then， the desirable stock of bonds 
take place to setting upon the function of the degree of the commo-
dities prices and wea1th. When g designates the desirable stock of 
bonds and pb 十theprices of bo叫伽 the加仰nof exc悶
13) 
demand of security， Eg， represents as the' following expression.' 
Eg=Egσb， P 1 ， P2 ， W， g) (37) 
where W designates for the wealth. Then， by the introduction of 
bonds， we can be rewritten泊tothe function of excess demand of 
each commodities， 
Ei-Eiσb， P 1 ， P 2， W) (i = 1 ， 2) (38) 
Therefore， when we suppose to involve with bonds in our system， 
then our models could be designated as follows. 
P， P 
Eiσb， P 1， P 2， W) + Ei r {pb*寸，石1，W*) =0 
Egσb， P1， P2， W， g)= 0 
P， P今
Eg*σb*，t，子，W勺*)=0 
(i = 1> 2) (39) 
(40) 
(41) 
13) Note that the value of wealth divides into the value of holding stock 
of securities and the money; that is， W= g +m = Pbg + m. 
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ー-1mE2m m*E~m* m*E~m* I I誓;
mEmm 。 。1 1坐
π 
Then we seem to be able to understand intuitively out of this 
dB _ dB expression becoming of'i一一一一一一一一.Furthermore， initia1ly taking 
dm*/m* dπ/π 
account of equilibrium with ba1ance of payments， we shall acknowledge 
dB _ dB 
0-:-'一一ー 一一一 in this system . 
也n/m dπ/π 
Up to this， we dea1t with the money as assets， however some 
securities will add to those assets. Then， the desirable stock of bonds 
take place to setting upon the function of the degree of the commo-
dities prices and wea1th. When g designates the desirable stock of 
bonds and pb =十theprices of bonds，出enthe function of excess 
demand of secu向"Eg， represents as伽 followingは pmsiJよ)
Eg=Egσb， P 1 ，P 2， W， g) (37) 
where W designates for the wealth. Then， by the introduction of 
bonds， we can be rewritten担tothe function of excess demand of 
each commodities， 
Ei-Eiσb，P1，P2，W) (i=1，2) (38) 
Therefore， when we叩pposeto involve with bonds in our system， 
then our models could be designated as follows. 
Pt p" 
Eiσb， P1， P2， W) + Eii" (pb久子イ，W*)=0 (i = 1>2) (39) 
Eg (Pb， P1， P2， W， g)= 0 (40) 
P， P 
Eg*σ民ず，百三，W*，g*) =。 (41) 
13) Note that the value of wealth divides into the value of holding stock 
of securities and the money; that is， W= g +m = Pbg + m. 
zτ吉岡型里
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Em (Pb， P1 ， P 2 ， w) -B = 0 (42) 
Now， let us assume to be hold small country by domestic country. 
That is to say， this means that domestic country sufferes not to the 
effect of price variances in other wor1d; in other words， for example， 
my country cannot be recieved with the effectiveness of the terms 
of trade; accordingly， those prices being able to dea1 with such as on1y 
one goods for trade，we are obtained a sirnple model from above system. 
Eg (Pb， P1， W， g)= 0 
B+P1E1 (Pb，P1，W)=0 
(43) 
(44) 
lnitially， because of equate al the prices and exchange rate to unity， 
the ba1ance of payments is泊 anequilibria. Then， differentiating 
equations (43) and (44) totally. 
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?。，
•. 
?
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? 、
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』
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?
??????
?
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?
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? ，
?
???」
?
Egw 
(45) 
PbEgw + Egg 1 r dP1  
IldWI 
PbE1 w J l dgJ E1w 
here Egb= ~:F， Eg三笠皇 Egi三笠B，(i=w，g)・Notewe take加to
apb.18EJ.8i';4)' 
account of differentiating expres幻onto wealtli.-' In this system， taking 
into consideration initially to be trade equilibrium， we have E = 0;and 
according with the property of homogeneity， ittakes out that 
Eg1 = - [ (PbEgw + E路;)+ Egw]， and Ell (ーPbE1W + Elw). 
Substituting (45) into G = Pbg， E毘=-1， P1=π， equation (45) can be 
rewritten over the following. 
(::::土 ~J (: J (4の
14) Taking back to a footnote 12， and differentiating the expression of 
wealth， we obtain as follows. 
dW = Pb dg + g dPb + dm 
一一「一一------;~フ"..-，←
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一[(GEgw -g) + mEgw] mEgw GEgw -g 
? ?
?
一(GE1w+mE1w) mE1W GE1w 
whereム=Egb + gEgw. Ifwe consider bonds to be general goods such a 
third commodity as products， then Egb < 0; moreover when we 
suppose to the effect of gross substitution for changing with prices， 
we could raise to Eg1 >0， and Egw >0. 
In this system when it is variable with money supply， requesting 
by the effect to balance of payments， we obtain， 
dB 函市=一本[(Egb + gEgw) mE1 wー (E1b + gE1 w) mEgw] (47) 
The sign of equation (47) is negative. Therefore， itmeans that the泊-
creased amount of money supply grows worse for balance of payments; 
担 otherwords， when the amount of money supply is担crea民 then
this implies to decrease the 問中lusof balance of payments， further~ 
more， itmanifests that the dirninution to the amount of money supply 
exerts upon也eaction to be decrease on血edeficit to balance of 
payments. 
Next， from equation (46) obtains the effect to balance ofpayments 
by changing of foreign exchange， 
dB 百Ir=，t {m [ (Egb + gEgw) E1 wー (E1b + gE1 w) Egw] 
(48) 
+ G [ (Egb + gEgw) E1 w + (E1 b + gEl w) (1 -Egw) ]} 
Now， when the effect of泊terestrate gives rise in the output market， 
that is， E1 b = 0， then the ba1ance of payments lies the improvement 
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I dB I _ I dB I 
with devalua tion. In this ca民 if同i1rI > I函岡，then it involves 
that the devaluation exerts upon more strong operation than improve-
ments of the deficit to balance of payment owing to the decrease of the 
amount of money supply. Furthermore， ifit has an effect to the inter-
est rate in the output market，. though this凶 provesupon the balance of 
payments， this improvement with deva1uation depends upon whether 
it市書記州Egb+仰い|く I(E1b + gEt w) (1 -Egw)/ 
Last， solving the effect of changing on bonds supply to balance of 
payments， we obtain out of equation (46) as follows. 
議=ーさ{G[E1 w (Egb + gEgw) + (E1 b + gEt w) (1 -Egw ) ]} (49) 
dB Then， this is say血gto布Eくo.That is to say， this凶pliesthat the 
argument to the amount of bonds supply gives rise on the effect to be 
induced with the deficit to ba1ance of payment via the contraction 
加tothe money market. 
In conc1usion， equaton (~8) c~~sists of equationsJ47) and .(49); 
I dB -1 I dB - dB I _ . 1 dB I _ I dB 
t溜i?帥 isI初子1=-1<1日+蕊1.N叫 when同司〉岡市+
布引， then this raises伽 utthe comp印刷sionthat the effect of 
balance of payments to the devaluation holds by a strong effectiveness 
rather也anthe effect of ba1ance of pa戸nentswith the variation to 
money supply and bonds supply. Generally， observing intuitively 
or experimentally， we wou1d ta肱 aboutmore having effect for the 
balance of payments to deva1uation than the effect of money and 
securities. 
[VII] Some Su毘estion
Up to this， we concentrated on to be outllne untill modern theory 
out of traditional theory upon the effectiveness of balance of payments 
with devaluation. Eventually， we known conc1usively that the effect 
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to devaluation is more the stronging than the effect of any other policy. 
However， we put in mind of the appreciation of yen and the depre-
ciation of dollar since summer 1977. Certainly， we are experimented 
by the more appreciative or the more depreciative so that is back to be 
recovery from depression in one economy. 
The appreciation of yen is based upon the叩rplusof the current 
ba1ances， and oppositelly the deppreciation of dollar depends upon 
greater deficit in United States. As far as we hold upon the relation-
ship of free trade in our world， anyone would not be able to restrict 
for the relationship. For example， when we maintain with fixed rate 
of exchange， then we were not faced with such a problem， because血
those day we had been more seriouse restrictions in the provision of 
International Monetary Fund. In this present， we bring about not the 
fixed rate but the floating rate of exchange. Moreover， the disturbance 
term of economy brings about raise by the variation of the floating rate 
in a every day. However， now a day this fluctuation， of course， cannot 
be except from foreign market. If it is true， we correspondent with 
this floating. 
Like the present， we suppose to continue with the surplus of balance 
of payments. Therefore， the surplus in a country causes to appreciate 
of the currency， for example， yen. If we stay into our hands in order 
to reserve the received foreign currency， we accept to strong pressure 
from foreign country. Hence， 1 propose to take offthe excess reserve; 
One belives that usually the opt泊四mreserve is in a part of import 
for three month. If it is true to say so， the residua1 reserve directs to 
purchasing bonds in foreign countries. Therefore， they might be able 
to decrease the remaining reserve subtracted from the necessary reserve 
for importable settlement. 
Owing to conducts with such a transaction， itneeds to adjust with 
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the capital market in the economy. Moreover， each countries should 
not be transact with the purchasing bonds， but must be treat for it 
with Intemationa1 Monetary Fund. Accordingly， Intemationa1 
Monetary Fund is only the place in the transaction of the internationa1 
securities market， so-ca1led this is the mechanism of the adjustment to 
balance of payments in the members of participations. However，担
order to progress upon the smooth transaction， the participative 
membership should be granted the strongest power for the transaction 
upon bonds or securities. 
April 30， 1978. 
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